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The Ibis Namur Centre hotel
Rue Du Premier Lanciers 10
Namur - 5000
Phone number (main contact): +32
Hôtel ibis Namur Centre

81 25 75 40

https://all.accor.com/hotel/3151/index.fr.shtml#origin=ibis
Ibis Namur Centre is a 3-star hotel in Namur, capital of Wallonia.
The establishment offers a choice of 92 comfortable rooms
perfect for both leisure and business stays.
Namur is a charming city at the confluence of the Sambre and
Meuse rivers: a fantastic invite for strolls along the water, wanders
through its pretty streets, visit its famous citadel and museums or
simply relax at the terrace of a café.
The Ibis Namur Centre offers a choice of rooms with either:
- 1 double bed
- 2 single beds
- 1 double bed + 1 single bed
- 1 single bed
All rooms have WIFI, a bathroom with a shower, a TV and a desk.
Among the services offered at the hotel: bar, 24h room service.
Breakfast is served an all-you-can-eat buffet. The Ibis Namur
Centre also has a restaurant on site.
Parking nearby for a fee.

Visitors with specific needs
The Ibis Namur Centre is one of the many sites certified by
Access-i (meaning with facilities or/activities adapted to
travellers with specific needs). You will find more details on the
website to plan your visit.

The information contained herein is provided as a guide only.
We recommend that you check with the local supplier before you leave.
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